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WHEN YOU NEED IT,
WHERE YOU NEED IT
the mission
that gives OLI
the edge over
its competitors
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As a global player in industrial vibration technology, with seven Manufacturing Plants and
sixteen Trading Subsidiaries in 2012, it is OLI’s goal to provide excellent value to our worldwide
net of customers.
The key centrepiece of OLI’s business strategy is rapid stock delivery, any time, any place in
the world.

OLI’s paramount objective is to establish a mutually beneficial relationship with our customers, who are a key
influence in shaping the company’s business model. Meeting the customers’ needs is a priority, achieving a
trustful partnership is the reward.
By supplying competitive high quality products for wide-ranging applications, OLI combines performance and
reliability by adapting to the ever-changing market. A strong believer in innovation, OLI is constantly striving
to be ahead of the curve.

VISION
dedicated
to a partnership
with customers
based on mutual
trust

HISTORY
solid
foundations

OLI has been committed
to delivering market-oriented products
since its foundation in 1961.

1961

Specialising originally in immersion vibrators
for concrete consolidation, the 1980s saw the
company begin production of electric and
pneumatic external vibrators, which would go on
to become OLI’s main products and would
account for 70% of the sales by the early 1990s.

1980
The opening of affiliates across the globe
was the next step, the first foreign subsidiary
being set up in China (1999), while more
branches in other continents soon followed.

1999

OLI has been headquartered in Modena,
northern Italy, since 2003 and is home to
the Group’s first state-of-the-art automatic
warehouse since 2007.

2007

CAPABILITIES
putting the
customer first

Excellent customer service is of pivotal importance at OLI: the company guarantees order
processing within 24 hours, as customers worldwide can enjoy access to the same high quality
product and services.
With its skilled competence and valuable knowledge of the industry, OLI is a credible expert
when it comes to assistance in finding the most suitable solution to each individual customer’s
request.

+24%

average annual increase in turnover from 2006 UNTIL 2011

+48%

record sales increase in 2011

+17%

increase in turnover in the crisis year 2009

+89%

staff increase between 2006 and 2011

FACTS & FIGURES
setting a trend
A constant increase in sales turnover and a duplication of the global workforce within five years are indisputable
proof of OLI’s rapid growth.
Making business simpler for customers while going global with a first-class product has proved successful in
making OLI the world’s top selling company of Electric External Motovibrators.

13

new OLI subsidiaries with own warehouses established
between 2006 and 2012

238,000

number of electric motovibrators sold in 2011

PRODUCT RANGE
first-class quality
products and service

All of OLI’s wide range of products are market-oriented and can be used
in numerous fields of application.
The main focus of OLI’s business is Electric Motovibrators, which are
designed and produced by the INDUSTRIAL VIBRATOR Division.
The FLOW AIDS Division offers Pneumatic Vibrators, Pneumatic Hammers,
Combined Hammer Blasters, Air Cannons, Vibrating Bin Aerators and
Aeration Pads and Nozzles.
OLI’s CONCRETE VIBRATOR Division includes Immersion Vibrators (Pokers)
and Converters.

OLI’s involvement in numerous industries affords the company knowledge of a great variety
of applications. The wide range of products, special care about customers’ demands and a
long-standing experience are all crucial factors in determining the company’s success.

Quarry and Mining
Concrete and Asphalt
Food and Agriculture
Oil Industry
Foundry and Steel Industry
Environmental Technologies
Waste Water Treatment
Chemical and Pharmaceutical Industry
Plastics Processing
Ceramics

AREAS OF APPLICATION
no limits

OLI’s objective is to provide a service of the highest standard to its customers, which means
quality awareness is one of the company’s main areas of focus.
A team of engineers specialises in designing efficient, reliable and safe solutions backed up
by a globally certified quality management.

EMPHASIS
ON QUALITY
globally assured
and certified

OLI is a keen advocate for innovation in a highly competitive global market.
The company’s R&D department focuses on the development of cutting-edge technologies towards advanced
solutions.
Products smaller in size and lighter in weight yet higher in performance and lower in energy consumption are
the tangible result of OLI’s constant commitment to offering the best deal on the market.

RESEARCH
& DEVELOPMENt
the implementation
of innovation

OLI
AND WAMGROUP
bridging distances
OLI is closely affiliated to WAMGROUP, also based in Modena, known for its stature
in the bulk solids handling & processing industry.
Both companies share a business approach shaped by efficient teamwork and
strong internationalisation, with a large number of manufacturing facilities and
trading subsidiaries located on all continents.
While OLI’s business objectives are achieved through the efforts of its global
network of partners, all core strategies and products are developed at the Italian
headquarters in Modena where advanced planning management offers customers
availability of stocked items virtually everywhere.

LOOKING
TO THE FUTURE
facing tomorrow’s
challenges today

Our goal is to be always one step ahead of our competitors and anticipate the needs of our customers.
Today we provide our customers with state-of-the-art equipment.
The blueprint for the next generation of products is already in our mind.

when you need it, where you need it.
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